Alice in Wonderland / Christmas, 2013

Cast & Crew Awards

**Alice Pugliese:** The 'Medal of Honour' for referencing Call of Duty

**Scarlet Davis:** The 'Method Acting' Badge for spending a month in character

**Laura Hodge:** The 'Parenting' Badge for creative lies to your children

**Stuart Paton:** The 'Cool Dad' Badge for facilitating underage drinking

**Ruby Breen:** The 'Cunning Linguist' Badge for excellent 6-to-9-ing

**Steven Correia:** The 'Exodus' Badge for heterosexuality

**Andrew Connell:** The 'Brass Care' Badge for keeping your knob polished

**Shanii Austin:** The 'Tropics' Badge for overcoming strange foot-moulting disease

**Adam Heap:** The 'Jesus' Badge for amateur carpentry

**Ben Swallow:** The 'Colgate' Badge for a flawless smile

**Bradley Walker:** The 'Maury' Badge for paternity

**Drew Thornton:** The 'Happy Halloween!' Badge for spooky scary fluid limbs

**Stephi Ivers:** The 'Shower' Badge for clean-mindedness

**Kat Gee:** The 'Frankenstein' Badge for having the science, and building the caterpillar

**Alysha Macri:** The 'conthithenthenty' Badge for nailing the voice

**Nicola Macri:** The 'Biscuit' Badge for being great AAAAAAND eyebrows

**Sally McMaster:** The 'Acting' Badge for 'sham pain' from hitting the table

**Jono Astbury:** The 'Punctuality' Badge for finally getting it
Emily Lloyd: The 'Feels' Badge for extreme tumbling
Sven Ironside: The 'Self-Esteem' Badge for surviving his Tweedle sibling
Cat Coetzer: The 'AMERICA' Badge for introducing guns to the cast
Rob Palmer: The 'Incarceration' Badge for already being in jail
Laura Williams: The 'Usurper' Badge for throne-stealing
Avory Allen: The 'Wizard of Oz' Badge for being the 'man behind the curtain'
Bianca Sharpe: The 'Australia' Badge for overcoming/being better than kiwis
Sarah Coulton: The 'Cinnamaroons' Badge for wonderful mysterious foods
James Heitman: The 'Magic' Badge for wizard robes and card games
Liam Smith: The 'Bureaucrat' Badge for referring to Santa as 'Sir'
Ash Heitman: The 'Hammer' Badge for smashing dreams
Christmas Tree: The 'Self-Actualisation' Badge for self-actualisation
MVP: Communal coke (despite being drunk the whole week)